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The Psychological Discoveries if Buddhism

THE scientific study of Buddhism began in Europe in the middle
of the eightecnth ccntury. Previously, the existence of Buddhism
as well as S0111C of its cxtcrna] peculiarities were known, for example,

in France, since the exchangc of cm bassies between the kings of France and
Siam at the cnd of the seventeenth century. But the first historical attcmpt
to introduce Buddhism in the W est was donc by Deguignes two centuries
ago according to Chinese historical documents. Deguignes tried to get
some idea of the Buddhist faith from non-Chinese sources as well. Never-
theless, it was only in the second quarter of the last century that Buddhist
philosophy came to be more deeply studied in the W est. At that time
some of the chicf Pali Suttas were revealed to Europe by Burnouf and
Gogcrly and a grcat part of the Sanskrit Nepalese literature purchased by
Hodgson was analyscd by Burnouf. On another side, the canonical
collcction of Buddhist writings in Tibetan (thc Kallillf) was also analyscd
by Goma. Thanks to many other attempts, chiefly those of Hardy soon
aftcr and later of Childers and Rhys Davids, the Buddhist doctrines bcgan
to bc more and more widcly and deeply known.

Unfortunately, thcy wcrc not at first propcrly understood in somc of
their specific aspccts. This was however not due to any lack of attention
or competence among scholars sincerely devoted to the study of the
Dhamma. It was chicfly due to the stagc then reached in Europe in philo-
sophy. An essential part of the Dhamma was a careful and dccp analysis
of human psychology, with a representation of the natural mechanism of
the mind, binding cvcrybody to a painful series of births. But then, in
Europe the psychological analysis of the mind was not yet developed on the
same levcl. European psychology of the first part of thc nineteenth century
was purely inrcllcctualistic. According to its main conception the mind
was essentially the organ of manifestation of the soul, a unitary, autonomous
and personal being cxisting in itself with all its particulars fully existing as
necessary and characteristic elements of its specific nature. Such a con-
ccption was very far from the Buddhist one or more generally speaking of
the Indian one. Now, on the contrary, psychologists arc much better
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prepared to understand and estimate the Buddhistic and Indian psychologies;
and perhaps, it should be interesting to examine the matter, to search more
prccisclv the reasons for the misunderstanding in Europe of the Indian
conceptions on the nature and structure of the mind, and to ascertain S0111e
points of ;1?)TeIl1Cllt between the ancient Buddhist and the modern systems
or psychology. In fiCt. the matter is not bck;ng in importance because
the conception, established at the first EurOPL';!Il contact with Buddhist
rhought. of the hetlTogenei ry of this thought by reference to European
mentality seems to be still unduly prevalent among the historians of philo-
sophy. We have now, I think, to correct, not to repeat past judgements;
we have to leave out the heritage of views fashioned 011 the thought of past
n'lItmics and peep ati'esh with the eyes of today.

The tirst representations of Indian thought and of Indian religion were
usn.illv conceived by comparison with the European ones. The most
important question was nor, .• How do the Indian people explain the
structure of the world and the nature of man, " but, " How much do the
Indian conceptions of the world and of man dif1:er from those of Europe" "
or even, "I-low [lr are the Indians from us ?" And, when differences
were noticed, they were ascribed to a specific singularity of Indian philo-
\(\phiClI research. It was not fi-equently surmised that they would corres-
pond to something new ill the knowledge of reality.

Yoga as psychic discipline was almost entirely ignored. In practice,
it was confused with tapas or asceticism, 1110re intelligible ill Europe, and
\V;lS known for its quality of religious austerity fit for spiritual preparation
to renounce the mundane lik and join the divine. nut whatever in Yoga
appeared to be distinct ti-Olll ordinary austerity was considered to be a dcvi-
arion fi'om the right path and an indulgence in excesses or even as an osten-
tatious displav of marvellous material powers, turning saucritv into acro-
banes. Its v:;lue as a psychorcchnic.il method remain-cd unkn'own simply
because such a method was as yet unknown. As nobody could see what
it"could correspond to in European ideas and practices, it seemed to corrcs-
I" )Illl to nothing.

The example of Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire, a most laborious historian
of philosophy in the last century, would illustrate our contention about the
diflicnlrics of appreciating ill Europe the nature and signific:tncc of the
Indian rca lisations, when equivalents were lacking in this part of the world.
Barthelemv Saint-Hilaire was a Hellenist and was the author l)f a translation
of Arist()tl~,'s works. He was also deeply interested ill the Sanskrit philo-
sophical texts and gave both a translation and comments of a part of the
,\'Y'IYr1siitrils and of the whole of the ,\r1illkhyaJ,.iirikr1s. His analysis of the
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views of the Indian classical autho rs on logic was valuable, as Indian logical
research was of the same kind as Aristotle's. In fact Saint-Hilaire had
traced, with or without justifi cation, many diflerenccs between the views
of Aristotle and the Nyiiya, but they touched only on points of detail.
These di fferences were not sufficient to prevent an European philosopher
from r ccognising a similarity between the Indian and Greek criticism of the
judgement. In the same way Saint-Hilaire was able to appreciate with the
Europ ean scale of comparison the dualism of the S(I '!' kh ya. Like logic,
Indian physics and metaphysics had of course European counterparts. But
in dealing with both Yoga and Buddhism, Saint-Hilaire was deprived of
elcmen ts of comparison and of classification in recognised categories. Owing.
to that he failed to surmise their place in the general spiritual inquiry of
mankind. For him they were somewhat of the nature of strange aber-
rations. Considering Yoga he wrote once that " it was unfit to try to
bring in such a matter a light which could not belong to it." As regarding
Buddhism, after a valuable review of its history, expansion, various aspects
and present state, he carne unfortunately, in examining its doctrines, to the
conclusion that the primary value 0 f the study of Buddhism was the F..1ct
that it revealed how great was the loss for people not partaking of European
ideas. Such an opinion came in fact from a very old tradition. Already
the Greek philosophers, companions of Alexander, had given some account
of their Indian colleagues. Already their judgements were founded chieAy
in comparison with their own ideas. Already, they noticed only what was
referable to these, either by similitude or direct opposition, almost never
what was not reducible to their familiar mentality. In my opinion tint is
the main reason for their almost complete silence on Yoga and Buddhism.
They had well paid attention to the doctrine of the fLve great elements
(pm/calJ/nh£7 hll'ilta), because it corresponded with an addition to the Greek
one of the four. They had paid attention also to the importance of the
knowledge of the self and the divine as possessing the same essence, because
Socrates taught the knowledge of one's self and at the time of Aristotle.
Aristoxenes of Tarcnta told the story of an Indian philosopher discussing
that subject with Socrates in Athens. They were astonished by the auste-
rities of the so-called gymnosophistai, "naked sophists," whose extra-
ordinary achievements, the masterly control of the pain and proud disgust
of the body were fit for the admiration of the Greek philosophers of some
schools like the Cynics, Stoics and Sceptics, some of whom perhaps were
encouraged in their own views by the Indian examples. But no reference
was made to Yoga as a technique for controlling both the body and the
mind.
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On the other hand, the Sarrnancs or Samanas of the Greeks were the
SatlU7IU1S alluded together with the lmlhll1a~as in the Pali canonical books,
not-or very rarely-the Buddhist monks. Similarly, after a new and long
period of contact between India and the classical world of Europe, in the
third century A.D. in a short Greek account of the doctrine of the Brahmins,
S. Hippolytus (or another author of the same time) gave a clear and exact
summary of the main ideas of the Upanishads 011 sonl and God, especially
as given in the A1(/itrY/ljlollish(/d, but he did not mention either Yoga or
Buddhism, their practices or ideas. And, ifPlotinus, who was able in Rome
to know the work ascribed to Hippolytus or its sources themselves, did
borrow from thern or from another source, something from Indian thought
-as S0111escholars have surmised-it was not from Yoga or from Buddhism.
The specific characteristics of Yoga scenf'never to have been recognised in
Greco-Roman antiquity and it only at a late date that the Buddha was
incidentally mentioned by Clemens of Alexandria. Nevertheless, we know
that Asoka in the third century B.C. sent his ambassadors to Greek kings,
especially in Egypt and Cyrenaica.

During the Middle Ages and the period of the Islamic conquest of the
ancient cultures of India, it was of course impossible for European scholars
to learn Indian thought. With the coming of commercial expeditions
Juring the period of the great trade exchanges between Europe and Asia,
rare scholars came into contact with India but with the exception of a few
Christian missionaries ready to do justice to non-Christian thinkers, they
were ill prepared by their classical scholarship to pay attention to Indian
t~101Ight. They have broadcast the notion of the obscurity of this thought.

So, at every period of European contact with India, Yoga and Buddhism
appeared to have been the most difficult elements of Indian culture h)[ the
understanding of European philosophers. Surely, that is because they
possess a common pcculioriry=-thcir analysis and utilisation of the mind
and the body For the sake of salvation. More precisely, they had early
discovered the role of the subconscious mind, not thought of in European
psychology at the time of the first introductions of Buddhism and Yoga
to Europe.

The classical texts of Yoga are more recent then the canonical texts of
Buddhism. Nevertheless as they arc 1110re spccialiscd let us first examine
their data.

According to the classical Yooasictra, Yoga is obtained by stopping the
activities of the mind (citt(/I'Ttrinirodl/(/). These activities are like the faculties
of some ordinary systems of European philosophy. They are the activities
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of correct rational judgcments of diticrcut kinJs(prmllii ~tI7), error (fliparyaY'I),
t:lIltasy (pi/.:a/po), sleep (lIidn7) and remembrance (Sll1rli). it is a purely
psychological analysis, vcry simple and limited to the consiclcrarion of
phenomena relating to conciousncss, somewhat of the nature of all inquiry
into the external manifestations of the mind. It is completed by an
analysis of the products of error, that is the /':/e.';(/s or arHictio1l5 consisting of
ignorance, the notion of personality, love, lute and obsessions (II IIiclyri ,
asniitii , nISII, dvcsa, and of,;'illil'('''<II). It is completed above all by a deep
notion of a subconscious or unconscious activity or presence. rcm.urunu
always, both during the play of the Etculties ;;nd during their complcrc
cessation. being the permallent Iuud.uucuta] substratum or" etch individual
psychism.

This fUlldalllelltal unconscious acrivirv is ;dlulkd to bv the )·'}('II.I/il111

ill the description of SlIIlIt7dhi, the chief achievement of Yoga. '\II1I;~7dhi is
Hot " ecstasy" as surmised by l1lallY scholars tryill~ to fInd in European
religious mvsricism an equivalent t~)[· that acru.illv purl' psycholol,;lcd
notion, It is by no means a raptus ot- the soul outside the body. Oil the
contrary, it is :l masterful domination of the entire psvcliological ;lIld

plivsiological human torccs, a control of all the episodical mauih-sr.uions
aHccting the self. It is the relation, the sa dhana, of full autonomy. the
/.:(/il'O/YIl of the self

it is reached by 111(';1115 of a special t[ailling, an (/hll)"7-''', which is both
physical as well as psychological. For scholars who thnu~IH tli.u )'0.\,(1 was
a mystical process of union with God, the mixture or physictl ;lIld psychic
cfiorts was a turn in the wrong direction. Bur, for us, I'ecngnising its
psychotcchnica] character, it is not surprising. We know 1I0W vcry well
the link between physiological and psychical activities, psvchosoni.itic phc-
nomcna and reciprocal influences of the mental aud the corporeal. c.ich on
the other. According to modern psychophysiology, the double exercising
of the mind and the body by means of Yoga is fully legitimate and liarmo-
niously conceived.

To reach .1'11/11((dll i is to eliminate ad vcnritious psychoso marie phenomena
and pllt the mind into its basic position or state. The original meaning or
s(I/I/(7dhi-fi-olll the root dhtl-" to place "-·--is ., tidly pbcillg." S'II/Illdhi
has two degrees. in the first, a resid lie of consciousness remains after elimi-
nation of most of the cflccts of mental activities: this is S(llIlprtl;iit!tl1-sI/1/6dhi.
In that stage the residual activity is giving effects or, more exactly, pre-
paring future fruits; it is " with seed," sabi]«. In that case, as in ordinary
psychic activity, all conscious psychic phenomena arc carving Impressions
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in the subconscious. These impressions are preserved like photographic
plates. They are what some psychologists call " engrams." They consti-
tute a kind of psychic body, an individual stock of past experiences enregi-
stered and not only ftxed but still active, because they are coming from
doings and possessing a nature of activity. They are the" psychic cons-
trnctions," the sa'I!Hkara or " psychic impregnations," the viisatui, They
are the clements of the unconscious mind, the permanent basis of each
individual.

Such an unconscious stock is not reducible to a memory as conceived
by psychologists of the last century. These psychologists generally thought
that memory was an engraving of conscious phenomena in the mind; the
mind being conceived of as an organ of the personal soul. But for the
Yogic psychologists, a personal soul as an unitary being docs not exist.
There is only a group of psychic construction', of samseara, aggregated
each to the other and each after the other on arising. So is constituted a
phenomenal, not a substantial, being; an individual catena of psychic events,
not an uncompounded soul. For ancient ordinary psychology such a con-
ception was rather strange, but for modern psychology, recognising the
composite character of the unconscious, always enriched and determined
for the future by occasional acquisitions, it is quite easy to understand.

Since in the s(///l(tdhi with a residue of consciousness, the consciousness
bears seeds for the future, there is a fixed object of meditation, dh yalla, and
at the moment of that sal/f(tdhi, the psychic manifestation of the meditating
subject is a full setting on the object, a full adaptation (sam11patti) of the
subject to the object. Accordingly, such an adaptative meditation puts
into the unconscious stock very strong seeds for the future. Well chosen,
the object of meditation automatically leads the man in the right way.
Dhy(l.l/a and conscious S(///la dhi are the means for determining the future
of the psychic individual by giving shape and potentialities to the psychic
stock compounding it.

In the second and highest degree of samadhi, there are no more conscious
phenomena. The S(///ladhi is asatnpraiiuita or "unconscious." There are
no more acquisitions of new sal!Hkaras. That is complete suppression of
mental activity. Accordingly, the intellectualistic psychology of the last
cC'ntury deemed that in such an exercise the value of the spirit was mis-
understood, as the higher stage of spiritual culture sccmd to be the annihil-
ation of the spirit itself Fortunately, the phenomenal mental activity is
not the whole. It is only the momentary manifestation of the latent un-
conscious stock, which is strictly itself in its autonomous individuality,
when no more troubled by momentary additional reactions to external
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representations. Furthermore, in the isolating unconscious salwidhi there
is no effacement of the entire psychic activity. According to Yooasatra
III, 9, there is, after the stopping of mental activities, an evolution of the
state of stopping, an evolution (pariI;uima) which follows the last thought
at the moment of stopping. According to the same text the evolution
consists in the control of the sauisloiras accumulated during the previous
states of consciousness and in the manifestation of the saI!~sk!lras of the state
of stopping. So, there is an automatic activity of the psychic unconscious
constructions after the stopping of all sensorial, affective and intellectual
activities, and that conception was quite familiar to the very ancient Indian
speculations. The Upanishads well illustrate the idea that the state of deep
sleep without any dream is a psychical state, even higher than those of
awakening and of sleep with dreams, because it is closer to the supreme
state called the fourth, the turi ya, in which there is no more than pure
self-existence.

VIc are now in a position to examine the Buddhist counterpart of Yogic
psychology.

It would surely be one-sided and perhaps somewhat irrcvcrcntial to
see in Buddhism only a psychotechnical method. But perhaps it would
be granted that Buddhism is using such a method as a means of discipline
and for the practical realisation of its aims, the method being now intelligible
to European people in the light of modern psychology. Perhaps it is not
without interest for the general history of science and human culture to
observe how some discoveries in the realm of psychology were made and
utilised long ago by Buddhism and which even at the present time may
furnish very rich material for fresh psychological research.

In fact, it is not quite easy to fmd who in India was the first to discover
the existence and importance of the subconscious, the role of psychical and
bodily interactions, the means to become master of one's mind and acti-
vities, and also the means to change or even eradicate the inheritance of acts
carved into one's individual psychic stock. But, in the present state of our
knowledge of the history of Indian thought, it seems as if Buddhism has
led the way in the work of discovery.

Surely the Bhagavan, after his renouncement of the world and before
his Bodhi (Enlightenment), did follow teachers of Yogic techniques. Ail
traditions preserve the memory of his studies under .~IMa Kii ln ma and
Uddaka Rarnaputta, who were teaching respectively, specific exercises of
Yogic meditation, namely the saIIf(l patti, that is the " adaptation" to the
iikincaiitliiyatana " realm of nothingness," and the adaptation to nevasaii-
'-iiiniisai1iiaya tana "realm where isneither consciousness nor unconsciousness."
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The conditions required t~)[ the rcalisation of such saiu« patti were saddhit
"[lith," viiiya ., energy," sati " presellce of mind.' sall/lldhi ,. setting of
mind" and pailii(( " intelligence," exactly the same as required also in clas-
sical Yoga. Therefore at the time of the Bhagav.m, Yoga W;1S already in
existence and was practically utiliscd. But it was not sufficient and we have
))0 texts belonging to it and giving before Buddhist canonical texts evidence
of the psychological discoveries previous] y alluded to.

M:1I1y scholars, it is true, are c1aimillg for Yoga a vcry ancien t origin.
They think it was an old prehistoric method with roots in a primitive sha-
.Ill~1l11S11l.The alleged evidences arc of two kinds. The first is archaeo-
logical. In the Mohcnjo-Daro seals of the proto-historic civilisarion of the
Indus valley, we have representations of a man seated in so-called Yogic
posture, reputed to gaze on the tip of his nose, crowned with buH-aloes'
horns and accompanied by some wildbeasts. They identity this figure with
Siva as Yogin and Pasupari ; but they forget that the jlasiis of which Siva
is the pat]. the lord, arc not wild beasts but human souls compared to animals
in the care of the shepherd. Again, the so-called Yogic posture is not a
characteristic iisaua of Yoga but a verv common manner of sitting, the
gazing on the nose is by n'o means c1C:I~, in the picture and if the c1~ssical
Siva Jlas a bull as his companion. the buffaloes' horns on the head of the
seated figure reminds us of the bull onlv by a vcry loose association or ideas.

The second piece of evidence presented by the theory of a prehistoric
untiquitv for Yoga is ethnological. Its basis is a similarity in some extra-
ordinarv rcalisations or claims to superhuman powers on the part of the
so-called" shamans" and some vogins or ascetics more or less related to
Yoga. The search of such 111e11'f02 superhuman powers is generally held
by ethnologists to be a survival of immemorial practices belonging to pri-
mitive peoples long before the birth of the rational and scientific cftorts of
humanity.

But then. we kJ1O\v shamans onlv in uudcr-civiliscd countries or human
groups or modern times long after' many contacts between these human
groups and more civiliscd peoples. We dont touch 011 real primitive
humanity and in the case of" shamans" it is doubtful whether they have
not inherited the practices of Indian SI1111i1~j.t1S and even Yogins without
knowing their corresponding thoughts and doctrines. III the realm of
Indian cultural influence the doings of the so-called shamans may well be
debased imitations of Indian achievements instead of being remains of the
origins of these. If the practices and ideas of the Asian shamans arc fre-
quently very similar to the practices and ideas or foreign tribes, like the
North American tribes who never submitted to indian influence, it is most
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probably because rudimentary stages of creeds and desires arc naturally
similar throughout mankind. Furthermore and above all the ideas of the
so-called "shamans" are by no means characteristic of Yoga.

In brief, although a sitting posture with crossed legs in a proto-historic
image or the claim to ascend the sky Oil the part of underciviliscd people
lIlay recall Yogic practices or Yogic superhuman powers, they are by no
means evidence for a prehistoric existence and a prcci vilised origin for Yoga.
Without its specific characteristics of psychotechnical theory and method
Yoga docs not exist.

In my opinion, we can trace the origins of the most specific conceptions
and doings of the Yogins ill the physiological and psychological specula-
tions of ancient learned India, especially in the Vedic theories of the physical
and psychological role of breath, the pr(/~a. Under these conditions, we
have no need nor even any right to reject the testimony of the texts in
£1VOurof the darkness of indiscernible primitive origins.

But origin is one thing and development another. Along with the
Bralunanical origin and classical achievements of Yoga take place the great
creative effort of Buddhism and it seems dear that this effort has played a
great part in the development of Yogic psychology as described in the
classical Yosasiitras. The common features of the psychology of Buddhism
and the psychology of the Yooasictras arc first mentioned in the Buddhist
texts,

Let us consider these common features. The Buddhist doctrine of the
five klw/ldhas is a general analysis of the contents of the world from the point
of view of the psychological being. The first, riipas, corresponds to appear-
ances. The second and third, vedana sand. saiiiias to sensations and per-
ceptions of the appearances. And, before the fifth, viiiiian a or " thoughts"
we have the fourth, the sanklulras, that is the constituent elements of the
entire psychism, representing the prepared functional mechanisms of the
mind. The lists of these sankharas arc to some extent different in the various
ancient Buddhist traditions, but they usually contain, as in the Pali texts,
the unconscious preestablished mechanisms of the functions of phassa
"contact," l'cdmu[ "sensation," sml/I(i "perception," cctana "volition,"
cka,l?gatii "a ttcntion," nianasi hi ril "I1lelllorisatioll," vitakl:« "reasoning,"
uioira "<mental deliberation," adhi/llokkha "decisive conclusion," viriya
" " I d ". "/- "1' " 'ddha " l heavi "energy, c /(/11 a aim, t nna azmcss, 111/ a menta eavincss,
sat; " presence of mind" and paiiiiindriva " power of understanding." These
sankhiiras and some others are cittasampavutui cetasikii dluunm«, i.e. "psychical
events relating to thought." Their chief character is to be constructed,
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sankliata. Already, like in the more recent classical texts of Yoga, they
construct for each man his psychic individuality, but they are not an auto-
nomous soul of unitary being. They are subject to dissolution and decay
and to new incarnations as well after the death of the body according to
their prevalent tendencies. But they seem to be different from the SaI!IS-
kiiras of classical Yoga, as they are not only a stock of previously engraved
psychic acts of mental faculties but also the mental faculties themselves ;
not only are they contents of the mind but they are constituent parts of it
as well.

Nevertheless, their fundamental similarity with the sal!Hkiira of Yoga
is obvious. These sankluirii of the Theravada school and other ancient
schools of Buddhism surely forestall those of Yoga and correspond to the
discovery of the importance of the unconscious element of the psychism
and the composite nature of the whole psychic being, manifesting both
conscious mental phenomena as well as unconscious continuing potentiality.

Furthermore, some Buddhist schools, distinct from the ancient schools
like Thcravada, have been teaching theories intermediate between those of
Thcravada and classical Yoga. The Sarvastivadins and Vaibliasikas hold
the same theory as the Theravadins, but distinguish on the one hand the
saiJukaras which are cittasanipravuluii "relating to thought" and on the
the other samsuaras which are cittaviprayukt« "not relating to thought,"
psychical of course but essentially automatic and unconscious. The most
important of these are the prcipti and the aprapti, the" latent possession"
and the " absence of possession" of the psychical remains of doings, and
also of the two nirodhos leading to salvation. These two nirodhas or" stop-
pings" are pratism!~khyiillirodha and apratisamkhycinirodha. The first is
reached by recapitulation or counting, that is by analysis, of truths and
produces Nirvana. The second, " stopping without analysis," is actualiscd
by pratyayavaikalya, that is " suppression of causality" of the remains of
deeds in the psychism and therefore of the fruits of these deeds.

According to these views, Buddhism is a psychological technique for
the neutralisation of unconscious activities, which are constructed by past
psychic acts producing their consequences in a serial continuity (santana)
of psychic phenomena which constitute each individual.

The Sarvastiva.din- Vaibhasika tradition also gives importance to other
special sarp,skaras, one working in the subconscious psychism against consci-
ous thought, the asar!~jilika, another being the habit of full adaptation to
unconsciousness (asamjfiisamapa tti).
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Other Buddhist schools have come into existence at subsequent periods
of transformation of Buddhist thought but they too are prior to the redaction
of the Yogllsiitra. These schools belong to the so-called Mahayana. One
of them seems to be alluded to in the Yooasatra itself, although there is some
doubt about the interpretation of the passage concerned. It is the school
of Yogacaras or Vijiial.lavadins, who makeuse of Yoga and teach that the
world exists only as a psychic representation. For them, the external world
is a purely psychic phenomenon and through the psychic training of Yoga
we are able to control it. They were easily in contact with the non-Bud-
dhistic schools of Yoga, which they emulated, and there was mutual bor-
rowing on both sides. That is seemingly a very legitimate reason for a
reference to them in the Yogllsiitras.

Their system of psychology deserves notice. It is £'lr 1110reelaborate
than any other in the world at the same period (i.e. the first four or five
centuries of the Christian era). It was expounded by Asanga and Vasu-
bandhu, probably during the last part of the fourth century and spread as
f.'lr as China, chiefly owing to the efforts of the famous pilgrim Hiuan-tsang
in the seventh century.

According to its views, the world exists only as a psyclic representat-
ion but the representation is by far to be exclusively a product of sensorial
tunctions. It rests upon the subconscious stock of psychic constructions
(sl1l!l,skdrll) or impregnations (VliSI11Ul). This stock is organised into a whole
which is the main part of the entire psychism; it is the a/llyavUll!illll,1 the
"basic psychism." Its importance and its general role are nearly the same
as that of the Unconscious of modern psychologists. The view of the
world is given through the (llayavijiilil'la to the conscious mind and not
founded on any objective reality existing outside. And, if this view is
coherent it is because all the individual ii Illyllfliji/{i1111 of men are of the same
type and produce the same or concordant conceptions. The lifllyaflijlhZlI1l
has some aspects of the Collective Unconscious of Jung. The content of
the basic psychism is continuously enriched by the aggregation of the re-
mains of all conscious psychical experiences, that is by IN!5111)(1s. For that
reason the basic psychism is also called ("idiinIlIJijiiiillll or "psychisrn of appro-
priation." These remains of psychical acts are seeds for the production
of future fruits of the acts and are continually being put back again into
consciousness as clements of new psychic acts and representations. The
mind, as the organ of elaboration of representations, rests upon the basic
psychism, being both its channel of acquisition of new VClSl11tas as well as its
means for the conscious use of the unconscious psychic stock. It is not
pure, but afflicted by kle8lls responsible for the false feeling of personality.
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In brief, the alayavijiiiilla is the fundamental substratum of the psychism of
everyone, who owing to the activity of the mind is merged into the world
of appearances and into sal.ns(irapravrtti, the " process of transmigration."
For the sake of salvation, it is necessary to eliminate the kldas by stopping,
through Yoga, the activities of the mind and to operate by Yogic training
and exact awareness of the truth, a conversion, a kind of revolution in the
iilayt1l'iji1(illa, such a conversion being technically called (israyapariivrtti
"substratum's conversion." So the heavy unconscious contents of the
basic psychism, which arc in some respects similar to the " complex" of
modern psycho-analysists, should be dissolved or neutraliscd, leaving alone
the essential absolute reality which is pure existence in itself, the tathatii or
" being as it is."

So the great role of the unconscious psychism, far superior to the
conscious one and the possibility of controlling it by special training were
well known, with variants, in the Buddhist schools, since the most original
and the corresponding conceptions in classical Yoga were without any
doubt prepared in close contact with the results of the Buddhist ideas and
methods.

Technical means of rcalisation of the control of the unconscious
psycliism were also frequently the same in Buddhism and Yoga.

The preliminary general conditions to be realised before the beginning
of exercises arc already very similar, even frequently identical as, for example,
whc.i they consist in a training of the four brillllllavilu1.ra : " benevolence"
niettii , or 1/1 aitri , "compassion" kaYl/~ii, "joy" niudit« and" unpcrturba-
bility " Itpckklul or IIpck\~ii. The first exercises themselves are chosen in
order to prepare in the unconscious mind-stuff good dispositions and famil-
iarity with the principles of knowledge and conduct. They construct in
this mind-stuff:' psychical conditioned reflexes. The main exercises of this
sort are in the Theravada school the kasil}.as and more generally in all schools
and in Yogic schools as well, the "psychic creations" or bhii vaiui, The
word bltii vmui is frequently translated simply by "meditation" or "visual-
isation," but the first translation is too vague and the second too restrictive.
In fact, the best translation in keeping with the etymology of the word
seems to be " psychic creation" because it is actually an act of creation not
only of a single representation but also of a persistent latent picture in the
unconscious, Meditation in general, jlu'll/a or dlty(illa is common to Bud-
dhistic and Yogic methods. In Buddhist texts it is more precisely described
with four stages.

In the fIrSt, it puts aside passionate desires and preserves feelings of joy
(p'iti, priti) and felicity (sukha) along with intellectual activities. In the
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second, these intellectual activities arc restricted; full serenity in himself
and onepoinrcdness of thought are developed, joy and felicity remaining.
In the third, there is suppression of the affectivity of joy, and the develop-
ment of unperturbability and the preservation of the general disposition
to felicity. In the fourth, felicity is also suppressed. Then all intellectual
and afl:cctive psychic phenomena are eliminated and the purity of unper-
turbability and presence of mind is obtained (lIpckkluIs(1tip(1 risllddhi). At
this stage we arc near to what is called in the Yooasiitm, s(//1/(7dhi or simply
y(~g(1,and described as the stopping of psychical activities.

The smnii dh is, according to the Buddhist traditions arc more various
than jlul/l(1 or dhyiil1(/. They put into a definite determined state the
psychism of everyone practising them. Considering their intellectual
contents they arc of three kinds : with both reasoning and reflexion (5(/l'i-
t(/H(/, s(1l'ic(lr(1), without reasoning but with reflcxion or without either
reasoning or reflexion. They lead gradually to the elimination of
occasional phenomena in the psych ism and to the creation of many kinds
of definite determined psychic states.

It is not necessary, it would seem, to go further into the comparisons.
Buddhism and Yoga were necessarily associated or proceeding on parallel
lines when working to give man mastery of himself. This is the reason
why they were able to make valuable discoveries in the realm of psychology,
fi)r a great part first attested in Buddhist scriptures.

Indian civilisation was by nature ready to make early psychological
discoveries. In Illany religions of the world liuman weakness and suffering
arc the results of man's sin and God's curse or punishment. In these reli-
gions the problem of salvation is ethical and mystical. The means of
salvation arc good deeds, love of God and prayer for mercy. Man has to
rcalise his personal responsibility, the position of his own Ego before the
world and the divine will. He has no need for any analysis of his psycho-
logical nature. According to Indian views, on the contrary, the origin of
suitcring is found in ignorance of man regarding his true nature. Man
needs criticallv examine his ideas, [,Ise and true. He must discover his
errors and th~ir mode of production in order to be able to eradicate or
ncutralisc them. The way to salvation is through the analysis of the psychi-
cal condition of man and conduct involving a control of these conditions.
That is why Indian thinkers-and the Buddhists were of the first rank
among them-were soon aware of the importance of the unconscious
clement of the psychism. They had to pay attention to the latent tendencies
and automatic fixces which determine the whole psychic life of each person.
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They had also to realise the interdependance of psychic and somatic pheno-
mena and to take care of both with regular methodical training.

In the meantime, European thinkers had to focus their attention on
consciousness as they searched for the responsibility and the means of salva-
tion in the conscious achievements of the thinking spirit. Therefore,
mutual understanding was difficult at the beginning of their contact, between
Indian and European thinkers. They were not working on the same lines.
But now they can more easily see the logical results of their different points
of view. And we can, as our special object of study for today, be fully
convinced of the legitimacy of the ancient inquiries of Buddhism and Yoga
in the field of psychology, psycho-somatic phenomena and psychotechnics.

Important modern psychophysiological research on the achievements .
of Yoga were recently begun and we have, in concluding, to hope for their
extension as soon as possible. On the one hand, modern psychological
discoveries have justified similar ancient discoveries at first misunderstood.
On the other hand, the rich material of psychophysiological facts and
methods collected by Buddhist and Yogic technicians should now be util-
ised as data for psychological research for the enrichment of psychology.

JEAN FILLJOZAT
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